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Abstract. We study the computational complexity of computing a
manipulation of a two stage voting rule. An example of a two stage
voting rule is Black’s procedure. The first stage of Black’s procedure selects the Condorcet winner if they exist, otherwise the second
stage selects the Borda winner. In general, we argue that there is no
connection between the computational complexity of manipulating
the two stages of such a voting rule and that of the whole. However,
we also demonstrate that we can increase the complexity of even a
very simple base rule by adding a stage to the front of the base rule.
In particular, whilst Plurality is polynomial to manipulate, we show
that the two stage rule that selects the Condorcet winner if they exist
and otherwise computes the Plurality winner is NP-hard to manipulate with 3 or more candidates, weighted votes and a coalition of
manipulators. In fact, with any scoring rule, computing a coalition
manipulation of the two stage rule that selects the Condorcet winner if they exist and otherwise applies the scoring rule is NP-hard
with 3 or more candidates and weighted votes. It follows that computing a coalition manipulation of Black’s procedure is NP-hard with
weighted votes. With unweighted votes, we prove that the complexity
of manipulating Black’s procedure is inherited from the Borda rule
that it includes. More specifically, a single manipulator can compute
a manipulation of Black’s procedure in polynomial time, but computing a manipulation is NP-hard for two manipulators.

1

Introduction

There exist several voting procedures that work in stages. For example, Black’s procedure is a two stage voting rule whose first stage
elects the Condorcet winner, if one exists, and otherwise moves to
a second stage which elects the Borda winner [12]. As a second example, the French presidential elections use a two stage runoff voting system. If there is a majority winner in the first stage, then this
candidate is the overall winner, otherwise we go to the second stage
where there is a runoff vote between the two candidates with the
most votes in the first round. Such two stage voting rules can inherit a number of attractive axiomatic properties from their parts. For
example, Black’s procedure inherits Condorcet consistency from its
first part, and properties like monotonicity, participation and the Condorcet loser property from its second part. Inheriting such properties
from its parts might be considered an attractive feature of two stage
voting rules. On the other hand, a less desirable property of one of
the base rules can infect the overall two stage rule. For instance, it
has been shown that, with single peaked votes, many types of control and manipulation problems are polynomial for Black’s procedure
[4]. This polynomiality is essentially inherited from the first stage of
the rule which selects the Condorcet winner (which must exist with
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single peaked votes). Such vulnerability to manipulation and control
might be considered an undesirable property for a two stage voting
rule. This raises several interesting questions from the perspective of
computational social choice. For example, with unrestricted votes as
opposed to single peaked votes, are two stage voting rules more or
less computationally difficult to manipulate than single stage voting
rules? How does the computational complexity of manipulating a two
stage voting rule depend on the computational complexity of manipulating the two rules that it composes? In this paper, we address such
questions.

2

Background

A profile is a sequence of n total orders over m candidates. A voting
rule is a function mapping a profile onto a set of winners (strictly
speaking this is a social choice correspondence). We consider some
of the most common voting rules.
Scoring rules: Given a scoring vector (w1 , . . . , wm ) of weights,
the ith candidate in a vote scores wi , and the winner is the candidate with highest total score over all the votes. The Plurality rule
has the weight vector (1, 0, . . . , 0), the Veto rule has the vector
(1, 1, . . . , 1, 0), and the Borda rule has the vector (m − 1, m −
2, . . . , 0).
Cup: The winner is the result of a series of pairwise majority elections between candidates. Given the agenda, a binary tree in which
the roots are labelled with candidates, we label the parent of two
nodes by the winner of the pairwise majority election between the
two children. The winner is the label of the root.
Black’s procedure: This rule has two stages. We first determine if
there is a Condorcet winner, a candidate that beats all others in pairwise majority comparions. If there is, this is the winner. Otherwise,
we return the result of the Borda rule.
Single Transferable Vote (STV): This rule requires up to m − 1
rounds. In each round, the candidate with the least number of voters
ranking them first is eliminated until one of the remaining candidates
has a majority.
Nanson’s and Baldwin’s rules: These are iterated versions of the
Borda rule. In Nanson’s rule, we compute the Borda scores and eliminate any candidate with less than half the mean score. We repeat until
there is an unique winner. In Baldwin’s rule, we compute the Borda
scores and eliminate the candidate with the lowest score. We again
repeat until there is an unique winner.
Coombs’ rule: This is an iterated version of the Veto rule. We repeatedly eliminate the candidate with the most vetoes until we have
one candidate with a majority.
We consider both unweighted and integer weighted votes. A
weighted votes can simply be viewed as a block of identical unweighted votes.

3

Two stage voting rules

We consider a general class of two stage voting rules. Given voting
rules X and Y , the rule X T HENY applies the voting Y to the profile
constructed by eliminating all but the winning candidates from the
voting rule X. Both X and Y can themselves be two stage voting
rules giving us the possibility to construct multi-stage voting rules.
For example, Black’s procedure is CondorcetT HENBorda where
Condorcet is the multi-winner rule that elects the Condorcet winner
if it exists, and otherwise elects all candidates. As a second example,
Plurality with Runoff is T opT woT HENM ajority where T opT wo
is the multi-winner voting rule that elects the candidates with the two
most plurality votes. There are many possible rules that we might
choose to combine this way. Condorcet is an attractive choice for
the first rule as it guarantees that the resulting combination is Condorcet consistent. However, there are other interesting choices including:
CondorcetLoser: This is the rule that elects all candidates except,
when it exists, the Condorcet loser.
CopelandSet: This is the rule that elects all candidates in the
Copeland set. The Copeland score of a candidate is the number
of candidates that it beats less the number of candidates that beats
it. The Copeland set contains those candidates with the maximal
Copeland score. When there is a Condorcet winner, this is the only
candidate in the Copeland set.
SmithSet: This is the rule that elects all candidates in the Smith set.
This is the smallest non-empty set of candidates such that every
candidate in the set beats every candidate outside the set in pairwise elections. When there is a Condorcet winner, this is the only
candidate in the Smith set. Voting rules like Nanson’s and Kemeny
are guaranteed to pick candidates from the Smith set. In the Related Work section, we argue that SmithSet is used within the
Alternative Smith rule [17].
SchwartzSet: This is the rule that elects all candidates in the
Schwartz set. The Schwartz set is a subset of the Smith set and
is the union of all the undominated sets. A set is undominated if
every candidate inside the set is pairwise unbeaten by every candidate outside, and no non-empty proper subset satisfies this property. When there is a Condorcet winner, this is the only candidate
in the Schwartz set.
We can also consider recursive definitions. We suppose any recursion terminates when either we have a single candidate left, or the
set of candidates left does not reduce in size. For example, we can
recursively define STV by ST V = P luralityLoserT HENST V
where P luralityLoser is the rule that elects all candidates but
the candidate with the fewest first place votes. As a second example, we can recursively define Baldwin’s rule by Baldwin =
BordaLoserT HENBaldwin where BordaLoser is the multiwinner rule that elects all candidates but the candidate with the
lowest Borda score. Nanson’s rule can be defined recursively in a
similar way. As a third example, we can define Coombs’ rule by
Coombs = M ajorityT HEN(V etoLoserT HENCoombs) where
M ajority elects the candidate with a majority of first place votes or,
if there is no such candidate, elects all candidates, and V etoLoser is
the rule that elects all candidates but the candidate with the most last
placed votes.

4

Axiomatic and algebraic properties

It is interesting to consider which axiomatic properties are inherited
from the base rules being combined. For example, it is simple to

see that we can inherit Condorcet consistency or the Condorcet loser
properties.
Proposition 1. For any voting rule X, the combinations
CondorcetT HENX, CopelandSetT HENX, SmithSetT HENX
and SchwartzSetT HENX are Condorcet consistent. Similarly, for
any voting rule Y , the combination CondorcerLoserT HENY satisfies the Condorcet loser property.
With recursivley defined rules, we can give a similar result. We
say that a multi-winner rule is Condorcet consistent if it includes
the Condorcet winner in the set of winners, and satisfies the Condorcet loser property if the set of winners never includes the Condorcet loser.
Proposition 2. Suppose Y is recursivley defined by Y = X T HENY
and X is Condorcet consistent. Then Y is also Condorcet consistent.
Similarly, if X satisfies the Condorcet loser property then Y does
also.
Note that the Borda loser is never the Condorcet winner. Hence,
the multi-winner rule BordaLoser is Condorcet consistent. Thus, it
follows from Proposition 2 that Baldwin’s rule (which is recursively
defined using BordaLoser) is also Condorcet consistent.
There are also axiomatic properties which can be lost by combining together voting rules. For example, the Borda loser rule which
eliminates the lowest Borda scoring candidate is monotonic since
increasing one’s preference for a candidate can only prevent them
from being the Borda loser. However, Baldwin’s rule, which is the
recursive version of the Borda loser rule, is not monotonic. It will
therefore be interesting to identify conditions under which two stage
voting rules are monotonic.
This combinator has a number of interesting algebraic properties.
For example, the Identity rule that returns all candidates is a left and
right identity of the T HEN combinator. Note that the T HEN combinator is neither commutative nor associative. If a voting rule is recursively defined then it is idempotent (that is, X T HENX = X). More
complex algebraic idententies can be derived such as the following.
Proposition 3. If X is idempotent then X T HEN(X T HENY ) =
X T HENY and (Y T HENX)T HENX = Y T HENX.
More specialized properties can also be derived such as the following.
Proposition 4. SmithSetT HENN anson = N anson.
Proposition 5. If X is Condorcet consistent and only returns the
Condorcet winner when they exist then CondorcetT HENX = X.

5

Complexity of manipulation

One of the main contributions of this paper is to consider the impact of two stage voting rules on the computational complexity of
computing a manipulation. As in previous studies (e.g. [2, 6]), we
consider manipulation with unweighted votes and a small number of
manipulators, and manipulation with weighted votes, a coalition of
manipulators and a small number of candidates.

5.1

Weighted votes, general results

With weighted votes, we first argue that is no connection in general
between the computational complexity of computing a manipulation
of a two stage voting rule and the computational complexity of manipulating its parts.

Proposition 6. There exist voting rules X and Y with the following
properties for weighted votes:
1. computing coalition manipulations of X, Y and X T HENY are
polynomial;
2. computing coalition manipulations of X and Y are polynomial
but of X T HENY is NP-hard;
3. computing a coalition manipulation of X is polynomial and of Y
is NP-hard, but of X T HENY is polynomial;
4. computing a coalition manipulation of X is polynomial, but of Y
and X T HENY are NP-hard;
5. computing a coalition manipulation of X is NP-hard, but of Y
and X T HENY are polynomial;
6. computing a coalition manipulation of X is NP-hard and of Y is
polynomial, but of X T HENY is NP-hard;
7. computing coalition manipulations of X and Y are NP-hard but
of X T HENY is polynomial;
8. computing coalition manipulations of X, Y and X T HENY are
NP-hard.
Proof: The NP-hardness results are derived from the NP-hardness
of computing a coalition manipulation of STV with 3 or more candidates [7].
1. Consider X = F irstRoundCup and Y
= Cup.
F irstRoundCup is the multi-winner rule that runs one round
of the Cup voting rule. Note that F irstRoundCupT HENCup is
the Cup rule itself, and both F irstRoundCup and Cup are polynomial to manipulate by a coalition even with weighted votes [7].
2. Consider X = T opT wo and Y = M ajority where T opT wo
elects the two candidates with the two highest plurality scores. On
3 candidates, T opT woT HENM ajority is Plurality with runoff,
which itself is equivalent STV which is NP-hard to manipulate by
a coalition of weighted voters when we have 3 or more candidates
[7].
3. Consider X = P lurality and Y = ST V . Note that X T HENY is
again Plurality which is polynomial to manipulate by a coalition
even with weighted votes [7].
4. Consider X = Identity and Y = ST V where Identity is the
identity rule that elects all the candidates in the election. Note that
X T HENY is also ST V .
5. Consider X = ST V 0 which is the multi-winner voting rule that
elects both the STV winner and the candidate with the smallest
label, and Y elects the candidate with the smallest label. Note
that X T HENY always elects the candidate with the smallest label. Such a rule is polynomial to manipulate by a coalition even
with weighted votes.
6. Consider X = ST V and Y = Identity. Note that X T HENY is
again ST V .
7. Consider X = ST V 00 and Y = ST V 000 where ST V 00 is the
multi-winner rule that elects the STV winner as well as those candidates with the smallest and largest labels, and ST V 000 elects
the plurality winner between the smallest and largest candidates if
there are 3 or fewer candidates and otherwise elects the STV winner. Note that X T HENY elects the plurality winner between the
smallest and largest candidates, and computing a coalition manipulation of such a rule is polynomial even with weighted votes.
8. Consider X = Y = ST V . Note that X T HENY is also ST V .
♥

5.2

Weighted votes, specific rules

With weighted votes, we already know that several multi-stage voting
rules are NP-hard to manipulate including STV, Plurality with runoff,
Baldwin’s rule (all with 3 candidates), and Nanson’s rule (with 4
candidates) [7, 15]. We first show that computing a manipulation of
CondorcetT HENX with weighted votes is NP-hard for any scoring
rule X. This contrasts to scoring rules in general where computing a
coalition manipulation is NP-hard for any rule that is not isomorphic
to Plurality, but is polynomial for Plurality. The demonstrates that
adding the test for a Condorcet winner to give CondorcetT HENX
increases the computational complexity of manipulation over that for
the scoring rule X alone.
Proposition 7. Deciding whether there exists a coalitional manipulation for CondorcetT HENP lurality with weighted votes is NPcomplete with 3 or more candidates.
Proof: We reduce from the
Pnumber partitioning problem with n
numbers ki , i = 1, . . . , n, n
i=1 ki = 2K. We have n manipulators with the weight ki each.
Consider a non-manipulator profile. Suppose the voters with the
total weight 2K cast (a, b, p) and the voters with the total weight
2K cast (b, a, p). The candidate p is a Condorcet loser as it loses to
both a and b. Moreover, as a and b are tied, there is no Condorcet
winner.
Note that if all manipulators put p in the first position then p wins
under plurality. However, the manipulators have to make sure that
they also do not make a or b the Condorcet winner. Note that if a
(b) gets a higher score than b (a) then a (b) is the Condorcet winner. Therefore, the only way to prevent one of them from becoming
the Condorcet winner is to partition scores between a and b. Thus,
manipulators with a total score of K have to vote (p, a, b) and the
remaining manipulators have to vote (p, b, a). Therefore, there exists
a manipulation iff there is a partition with the required sum K. ♥
Proposition 8. With weighted votes and any scoring rule X that is
not isomorphic to Plurality, computing a coalition manipulation of
CondorcetT HENX is NP-hard for 3 or more candidates.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we consider a scoring rule which
gives a score of α1 for a candidate in 1st place in a vote, α2 for 2nd
place, and 0 for 3rd place. We adapt the reduction used in the proof
of Theorem 6 in [8] for the NP-hardness of manipulating any scoring
rule that is not isomorphic to Plurality voting. The reduction is from
the number partitioning problem and constructs an election with a
weight of 6α1 K − 2 votes over the candidates a, b and p (who the
manipulators wish to make win). Within these votes, the manipulators have a weight of 2(α1 + α2 )K votes, and the rest are fixed. The
number partition problem is to divide a set of integers summing to
2K into two equal sums. There is a manipulator of weight ki for every integer ki in the set being partitioned. We now add 6α1 K − 1
triples of votes: (a, b, p), (b, p, a), (p, a, b). This has no impact on
the differences in the scores between the candidates. However, it creates a Condorcet cycle so that there cannot be a Condorcet winner
whatever the manipulators do with their votes. Hence, we must pass
to the second round where the winner is decided by the scoring rule
X. As in the proof of Theorem 6 in [8], there is a manipulation that
makes p the winner of the scoring rule X iff there is a partition
into two equal sums. Thus, computing a coalition manipulation of
CondorcetT HENX is NP-hard. ♥
It follows immediately that coalition manipulation of Black’s procedure, which is CondorcetT HENBorda is NP-hard with 3 or more
candidates.

Corollary 1. With weighted votes, coalition manipulation of Black’s
procedure is NP-hard with 3 or more candidates.

5.3

Unweighted votes, general results

As with weighted votes, there is no connection in general between
the computational complexity of computing a manipulation of a two
stage voting rule with unweighted votes and the computational complexity of computing a manipulation of its parts.
Proposition 9. There exist voting rules X and Y with the following
properties:
1. computing manipulations of X, Y and X T HENY are polynomial;
2. computing manipulations of X and Y are polynomial but of
X T HENY is NP-hard;
3. computing a manipulation of X is polynomial and of Y is NPhard, but of X T HENY is polynomial;
4. computing a manipulation of X is polynomial, but of Y and
X T HENY are NP-hard;
5. computing a manipulation of X is NP-hard, but of Y and
X T HENY are polynomial;
6. computing a manipulation of X is NP-hard and of Y is polynomial, but of X T HENY is NP-hard;
7. computing manipulations of X and Y are NP-hard but of
X T HENY is polynomial;
8. computing manipulations of X, Y and X T HENY are NP-hard.
Proof: The NP-hardnes results are derived from the NP-hardness of
manipulating STV with unweighted votes and a single manipulator
[2].
1 Identical examples to the weighted case.
2 Consider the multiwinner voting rule X that eliminates the incumbent candiate, and the the rule Y that elects the plurality winner
between the candidates that are preferred by at least one voter to
the incumbent or, if there are no such candidates, the STV winner. Now X is polynomial to manipulate as it ignores the votes.
Similarly, Y is polynomial to manipulate since the manipulators
should always put the candidate that they wish to win in first place,
and the incumbent anywhere else in their vote. If all other voters
prefer the incumbent to any other candidate, then this vote will ensure that the manipulators’ preferred candidate wins. On the other
hand, if the other voters prefer one ore more candidates to the incumbent, then this is the best vote for ensuring the manipulators’
preferred candidate is the plurality winner. Now X T HENY is NPhard to manipulate. We adapt the reduction used in [2] to prove
that STV is NP-hard to manipulate by a single manipulator. We
simply introduce an additional candidate, the incumbent into the
voting profile used in this proof.
3-8 Identical examples to the weighted case.

Proposition 10. Manipulation of Black’s procedure with unweighted
votes and two manipulators is NP-hard.
Proof: We adapt the reduction used in the proof of Theorem 3.1
in [3] for the NP-hardness of manipulating Borda voting. This reduction is from a special case of numerical matching with target
sums. It constructs an election with 5 votes, 3 fixed votes and 2
votes of the manipulators over the candidates 1 to m. We now add
6 sets of cyclic votes: (1, 2, . . . , m − 1, m), (2, 3 . . . , m, 1), . . . ,
(m − 1, m, . . . , m − 3, m − 2), (m, 1, . . . , m − 2, m − 1). This
has no impact on the differences in the scores between the candidates. However, it creates a Condorcet cycle so that there cannot be a
Condorcet winner whatever the manipulators do with their two votes.
Hence, we must pass to the second round where the winner is decided
by the Borda rule. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [16], there is
a manipulation that makes a chosen candidate the Borda winner iff
there is a solution to the numerical matching problem with target
sums. Thus, computing a manipulation of CondorcetT HENBorda,
which is Black’s procedure, is NP-hard. ♥
Proposition 11. Deciding whether one manipulator can make a candidate win for Black’s procedure with unweighted votes is polynomial.
Proof: We consider several cases.
Suppose no Condorcet winner exists in EN M but there are a 6=
p and b 6= p such that beatEN M (a, b) = beatEN M (b, a), where
beatE (v1 , v2 ) is the number of times v1 beats v2 in E. In this case, p
loses regardless of the manipulator v as v gives an advantage of one
vote to a or b in any case. Hence, one of a or b must be the Condorcet
winner.
Suppose there is the Condorcet winner in EN M and there is no
a 6= p and b 6= p such that beatEN M (a, b) = beatEN M (b, a).
Then the manipulator casts his vote v with respect to the greedy rule.
This vote does not create a Condorcet winner that is different from p,
hence it is optimum for both the Condorcet criterion and Borda rule.
Suppose there is the Condorcet winner in EN M , a 6= p. If there
is no b such that beatEN M (a, b) = beatEN M (b, a) + 1 then a is
the winner regardless of the manipulator vote v. Therefore, suppose
there exists a set B such that beatEN M (a, b) = beatEN M (b, a) + 1,
b ∈ B. If there exists b such that scoreEN M (a) ≥ scoreEN M (b)
then a will be ranked below b in the manipulator vote v that is constructed based on the greedy algorithm (or we can swap a and b if
their scores are equal). Therefore,we assume that scoreEN M (a) <
scoreEN M (b). Let b∗ be the candidate with the minimum score
scoreEN M , so that b∗ = argminb∈B (scoreEN M (b)). The manipulator must rank a below b∗ to prevent a from being the Condorcet winner. This is equivalent to assuming that scoreEN M (a) =
scoreEN M (b∗ ) and using the greedy algorithm to construct the vote
v. If v is a valid manipulation then we are done. If it is not then there
is no way to construct a manipulation. ♥

♥
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5.4

Unweighted votes, specific rules

With unweighted votes, we already know that a number of specific
multi-stage voting rules are NP-hard to manipulate including STV
[2], Nanson’s, Baldwin’s [15] and Coombs rules [10] (all with a single manipulator). We can add to this list Black’s procedure. Like
Borda voting on which it is based, a single manipulator can compute a manipulation of Black’s procedure in polynomial time, but
coordinating two manipulators makes the problem NP-hard.

Multiple ballots

So far, we have assumed that voters vote only once. However, the
T HEN combinator is naturally sequential. We can therefore consider
the case where voters are allowed to re-vote in each round. For example, in the French presidential elections, voters re-vote in the second
stage. Such re-voting increases the potential for manipulation in two
ways. First, as we illustrate here, there are elections which can only
be manipulated when the manipulators vote differently in the two
rounds. Of course, all those elections where manipulators can change

the result by strategically voting the same way in both rounds remain
manipulable. Second, as we also argue in the next section, the first
round of voting reveals voters’ preferences, thereby enabling manipulations to take place that require such knowledge. Third, voters man
vote strategically in the first round to give their preferred candidate
an easier contest in the second round.
If voters re-vote between rounds, we add “with re-voting” to its
name. Hence, plurality with runoff and re-voting is the two stage
election rule used in French presidential elections in which, unless
there a majority in the first round, plurality is used in the first round to
select two candidates to go through to the runoff, and voters then revote in the second round to decide the winner of the runoff. The following example demonstrates that there exist elections where strategic voting with plurality with runoff is not possible, but is with plurality with runoff and re-voting.

sort of strategic voting has already received some attention in the literature. For example, Bag, Sabourian and Winter prove that a class of
voting rules which use repeated ballots and eliminate one candidate
in each round are Condorcet consistent [1]. They illustrate this class
with the weakest link rule in which the candidate with the fewest
ballots in each round is eliminated.
It is also natural to consider iterated voting in multiple stage voting rules. After each round of voting, we might suppose that agents
change their vote according to a best response strategy, starting perhaps from a truthful vote. We can also consider the situation where
the full preferences of the agents are revealed in each round of voting,
as well as the situation where only partially information is revealed
like total Borda scores. However, unlike previous studies like [14],
candidates are also eliminated in each round.

Example 1. Suppose we have 2 votes for (a, b, p), 2 votes for
(b, a, p), 1 vote for (b, p, a), 2 votes for (p, a, b) and 2 manipulators whose preferences are (p, a, b). In addition, we suppose in the
event of a tie in the first round between all 3 candidates, the manipulators’ peferred candidate p and a go through to the runoff. Note that
if the manipulators vote truthfully, then p and b have the most votes
in the first round, and b wins the runoff by 5-4. To make p the winner,
the manipulators need a and p to be in the runoff. This is possible if
and only if one of the manipulators votes for a and the other votes
for p in the first round. We then have a 3-way tie and, according to
the tie-breaking rule, a and p go through to the runoff. If the manipulators do not re-vote in the runoff, a wins the runoff by 5-4. On the
other hand, if the manipulators can re-vote in the runoff, both can
vote for p, and p will beat a by 5-4.
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7

Revealed preferences

One of the strong assumptions made in much work on (the complexity of) manipulation is that the manipulators know the other voters’ preferences [9]. There are many situations where this is unrealistic. When we have re-voting, it is reasonable to suppose voters’
preferences have been (partially) revealed by the first round of voting. This introduces new opportunities for manipulation. Consider
Black’s procedure with re-voting and a manipulator who lacks any
knowledge of the other voters’ preferences, so votes truthfully in the
first round. The following example demonstrates that this manipulator can vote strategically in the second round based on the votes
revealed in the first round.
Example 2. Suppose the first round reveals that there are 2 votes for
(a, b, p), 2 votes for (b, p, a), 1 vote for (p, a, b), and a single manipulator’s truthful vote for (p, b, a). There is no Condorcet winner
so all candidates go through to the second round. Without re-voting,
b has the highest Borda score in the second round and is the overall
winner. On the other hand, suppose the manipulator changes their
vote in the second round to (p, a, b) based on the preferences revealed in the first round. Then, assuming the other votes remain the
same, the Borda scores of all candidates are equal. If such a 3-way
tie is broken in favour of the manipulator, then the manipulator’s
preferred candidate p now wins.
It is natural to consider more game theoretic behaviours in such
two stage voting rules. Re-voting can be viewed as a finite repeated
sequential game so we can use concepts like subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium and backward induction to predict how agents will play
strategically in each round. An interesting open question is the computational complexity of computing such strategic behaviour. This

Related work

As noted earlier, a number of well known voting rules like Black’s
procedure and Plurality with runoff are instances of this voting
schema. However, there exist many other related voting rules. For
example, Contizer and Sandholm [5] studied the impact on the computational complexity of manipulation of adding an initial round of
the Cup rule to a voting rule X. This initial round eliminates half
the candidates and makes manipulation NP-hard to compute for several voting rule including plurality and Borda. Consider the multiwinner voting rule, Bisect which runs an election between given
pairs of candidates, and returns the winning half of the candidates.
Then Conitzer and Sandholm’s study can be viewed as of the two
stage voting rule BisectT HENX. Elkind and Lipmaa [11] extended
this idea to a general technique for combining two voting rules. The
first voting rule is run for some number of rounds to eliminate some
of the candidates, before the second voting rule is applied to the candidates that remain. They proved that many such combinations of
voting rules are NP-hard to manipulate.
Beside STV, Nanson’s, Baldwin’s and Coombs rule, a
number of other recursively defined rules have been put forwards in the literature. For example, Tideman proposed the
Alternative Smith rule [17]. This is recursively defined as
SmithSetT HEN(P luralityLoserT HENAlternativeSmith).
Other complex multi-stage rules have also been proposed. For
example, [13] has proposed a complex rule that computes the
Schwartz choice set, then iteratively applies Copeland’s procedure
to this set until a fixed point is reached. If several candidates remain
at this point, the rule then selects the plurality winners. If there are
several such winners, the rule then chooses among then according
to the number of second place votes, and so on. If this still does not
select a winner, a lottery is then used amongst the candidates that
remain.
We recently proposed a combinator for taking the consensus of
two (or more) voting rules. Given two voting rules X and Y , the
combinator X +Y computes the winners of X and Y and then recursively applies X + Y to this set. If X and Y are majority consistent
(that is, given an election with just two candidates, they both return
the majority winner) then X +Y is (X ORY )T HENM ajority where
X ORY returns the union of the winners of X and Y .
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Conclusions

We have considered voting rules which have multiple stages. For
example, Black’s procedure selects the Condorcet winner if they
exist, otherwise in the second stage, Black’s procedure selects the

Borda winner. We denoted this as CondorcetT HENBorda. We have
studied the computational complexity of computing a manipulation
for such two stage procedures. In general, we argued that there is
no connection between the computational complexity of manipulating the two stages of such a voting rule and that of the whole.
However, we also demonstrated cases where the complexity of a
base rule increases by adding a stage in front of it. In particular,
whilst Plurality is polynomial to manipulate with weighted votes,
CondorcetT HENP lurality is NP-hard with 3 or more candidates
and a coalition of manipulators. In fact, with any scoring rule X,
computing a coalition manipulation of CondorcetT HENX is NPhard with 3 or more candidates and weighted votes. It follows that
computing a coalition manipulation of Black’s procedure is NP-hard.
With unweighted votes, the complexity of manipulating Black’s procedure is inherited from the Borda rule that it includes. More specifically, a single manipulator can compute a manipulation of Black’s
procedure in polynomial time, but computing a manipulation is NPhard for two manipulators. There are many directions for future
work. For instance, it would also be interesting to consider the impact of such two stage voting on other types of control, on bribery
and on issues like the computation of possible winners.
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